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With her fresh, charming, and hilarious take on contemporary romance, Cassie Mae introduces
readers to a soon-to-be college freshman who’s cashing in on her sweet reputation—and the unlikely
guy who turns her life upside-down.
 
In the wealthy town of Sundale, Kelli Pinkins has hatched the perfect plan to capitalize on her sweet
reputation. For a generous fee, she will be every trust-fund baby’s dream: a Friday-night alibi, the
“girlfriend” or “BFF” that parents dream about. With college approaching in the fall, Kelli’s services are in
demand more than ever, which means that her social life is nonexistent. But Kelli is A-okay with that. She’s
raking in cash for school. Besides, relationships are tricky, and sometimes very messy. She’d rather be at
home on Xbox LIVE, anyway. Then the unexpected happens: She meets college stud Chase Maroney.
 
Chase isn’t like the preppy, privileged guys Kelli usually meets in Sundale. For starters, he’s
twentysomething, always wears black, and he shoots back one-liners as fast as she can dish them out. But
Kelli’s attempts to drive Chase away falter when she realizes that he treats her like he really knows her, like
he cares about knowing her. When Kelli finally gives in to the delicious kiss she’s been fighting for so long,
she faces a tough decision: make Chase a real-life boyfriend and risk her heart . . . or keep her clients and
lose her first true love.
 
Praise for Friday Night Alibi
 
“[A] very cool story.”—Writing Through Rose Tinted Glasses
 
“This was a great beach read and I love Chase and Kels!”—Paranormal Wastelands
 
“Cassie Mae’s writing is fresh and original, making for an utterly enjoyable read with plenty of laugh-out-
loud moments. You’ll be nose to toes in love with this book!”—Rachel Morgan, author of the Creepy
Hollow series
 
“[Friday Night Alibi is] a funny story and well worth the read. If you’re looking for something that is quick
and light-hearted then I would recommend this to you.”—Sharon’s Book Nook
 
“Cassie Mae knows how to write, and write she does! You definitely do not want to miss Friday Night
Alibi!”—Le Book Squirrel (five stars)
 
“Friday Night Alibi was a brilliant, lovely summer read. It was lighthearted, funny, and so sweet. . . . My
rating: 5 Roses.”—Imagine a World
 
“Totally entertaining with as many swoon-worthy moments as hilarious ones, Friday Night Alibi is a must-
read.”—Jolene Perry, co-author of Out of Play
 
“A fun, funny, and fantastic story, this is one you will read in a day, and pick up to re-read again the
next.”—Kelley Lynn, author of Fraction of Stone
 



“I loved this book. Chase had me right away, from his first smart-ass comment. He’s got a sharp wit that I
adore but is also sweet and caring . . . definitely one of my favorite book boys!”—Rachel Schieffelbein,
author of Secondary Characters
 
“Cassie Mae is a fabulous author who tugs on your heart strings as if she owns them. I will never be able to
eat an orange again without thinking about Chase. Loved everything about this book!”—Jade Hart, author
of Coffee and Cockpits
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From reader reviews:

Irma Patterson:

The book Friday Night Alibi can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about
everything you want. Why then must we leave the great thing like a book Friday Night Alibi? A few of you
have a different opinion about book. But one aim in which book can give many facts for us. It is absolutely
right. Right now, try to closer using your book. Knowledge or data that you take for that, you are able to give
for each other; you can share all of these. Book Friday Night Alibi has simple shape but you know: it has
great and massive function for you. You can appearance the enormous world by open and read a reserve. So
it is very wonderful.

Ernest Pettaway:

Here thing why that Friday Night Alibi are different and dependable to be yours. First of all reading through
a book is good but it depends in the content of it which is the content is as tasty as food or not. Friday Night
Alibi giving you information deeper including different ways, you can find any guide out there but there is
no publication that similar with Friday Night Alibi. It gives you thrill studying journey, its open up your own
eyes about the thing that will happened in the world which is maybe can be happened around you. It is
possible to bring everywhere like in park your car, café, or even in your method home by train. Should you
be having difficulties in bringing the paper book maybe the form of Friday Night Alibi in e-book can be your
option.

Julie Tice:

Hey guys, do you wants to finds a new book you just read? May be the book with the subject Friday Night
Alibi suitable to you? The book was written by popular writer in this era. The actual book untitled Friday
Night Alibiis the main of several books which everyone read now. This book was inspired many men and
women in the world. When you read this guide you will enter the new shape that you ever know previous to.
The author explained their thought in the simple way, so all of people can easily to know the core of this
book. This book will give you a wide range of information about this world now. To help you see the
represented of the world with this book.

Elaine Sitz:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style with this era globalization. With examining you can get a lot of
information that will give you benefit in your life. With book everyone in this world can easily share their
idea. Books can also inspire a lot of people. A great deal of author can inspire their own reader with their
story or their experience. Not only the story that share in the ebooks. But also they write about the ability
about something that you need example of this. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your young
ones, there are many kinds of book which exist now. The authors these days always try to improve their
talent in writing, they also doing some investigation before they write on their book. One of them is this
Friday Night Alibi.
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